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Inappropriate solicitation of 
potential clients following an 
air carrier accident by lawyers 

hoping to secure a retainer has 
been a focus of attention of legis-
latures, government agencies, and 
professional bar associations for 
decades. The solicitation problem 
reached crisis proportions in the 

late 1980s and led to efforts in the United States to 
insulate victims of air carrier accidents and their fami-
lies from some solicitation by lawyers or “runners” 
seeking retainers to handle their claims. In response, 
the U.S. Congress enacted the Aviation Disaster Family 
Assistance Act of 1996, which prohibits any unsolic-
ited communication with airline crash victims or their 
relatives for 30 days following an accident.1 In 2000, 
Congress extended the period to 45 days.2 This article 
will consider the 45-day rule as well as other prin-
ciples and rules that place limits on solicitation. We 
focus in particular on the use of the Internet, which 
can be a powerful solicitation tool as well as a valu-
able information resource for victims who require rep-
resentation. We conclude that the use of the Internet 
requires the attention of the profession to prevent 
abuse and promote the best use of this resource. 
Generally, however, the present limitations on solicita-
tion are capable of providing an appropriate level of 
protection from unethical practices if lawyers and bar 
associations act to curb abuses and not simply frown 
upon inappropriate solicitation.

Most lawyers understand and observe well-recog-
nized ethical and legal restraints in dealing with poten-
tial clients. Nevertheless, air crashes are front-page 
news, as is the publication of the passenger manifests, 
which makes tempting unsolicited direct contact with 
accident victims or their relatives. Air crash victims 
have been the object of unwanted invasions of privacy 
at a time when their privacy and contemplative quiet 
were critical. Some misleading and overly aggressive 
efforts to persuade victims or relatives to “sign up” have 
occurred when victims and relatives were vulnerable. 
These solicitations often were accompanied by false or 
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overstated warnings that if victims and relatives failed 
to take action immediately, rights could be lost.

Overall, however, the 45-day “no-solicitation” rule 
has worked because lawyers generally understand 
that these violations will lead to sanctions. Lawyers 
who have violated the 45-day no-solicitation rule have 
paid fines, even in cases where the lawyers involved 
claimed not to have been aware of the restriction.3 
There can be no doubt today that lawyers should 
expect vigorous enforcement of the 45-day no-solicita-
tion rule.

In the aftermath of both the Colgan Flight 3407 
crash at Buffalo, New York, in February 20094 and 
the Comair Flight 5191 crash at Lexington, Kentucky, 
in August 2007, fines were meted out for violating 
the no-solicitation rule.5 In fact, the U.S. attorney in 
Lexington, Kentucky, publicly urged families of vic-
tims to report to federal authorities any unsolicited 
communication from lawyers seeking to represent 
them in damage suits following the Comair crash.6 
The Kentucky Bar Association also acted, finding that 
several advertisements by lawyers seeking to repre-
sent families of Comair victims violated the state bar’s 
rules on legal advertising.7

The rule has given air crash victims some time to 
adjust to their unfortunately changed circumstances. 
While the rule has teeth, a lawyer can honor the 
45-day bar rule and still reach a potential client 
through a proper intermediary because the family 
lawyer or the lawyer for the estate of an accident 
victim may be contacted. That lawyer may welcome 
advice from an experienced aviation accident lawyer 
and should be able to recognize who does or does 
not have the tools to help his client. Such communica-
tions, properly managed, should not violate the spirit 
of the rule.

There have been several restraints imposed by states 
on solicitation in personal injury and wrongful death 
situations that complement the 45-day bar in the avia-
tion field.8 There are, of course, others imposed at the 
state level. Once the 45-day bar period expires, what is 
permissible? We consider other restrictions below.

Advertising
Until 1977, when the Supreme Court issued its deci-

sion in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona,9 for all intents 
and purposes, lawyers were not permitted to advertise 
to attract clients. Advertising––except in professional 
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journals––was considered unethical. Most state bar 
associations included similar prohibitions in their dis-
ciplinary rules.

John R. Bates and Van O’Steen challenged that 
principle. The State Bar of Arizona had a disciplinary 
rule that barred attorneys from advertising through 
newspapers, magazines, radio, or television. Bates 
and O’Steen, who had earned outstanding records as 
law students, decided to open their own legal clinic. 
Their business model was designed to charge low fees 
to people of modest means and build a high-volume 
practice. They had to attract as many clients as pos-
sible to be able to make a reasonable living and pay 
their bills. To build their practice, Bates and O’Steen 
knew that they would have to advertise their services 
and the low cost of those services, and that doing so 
would run afoul of the state bar’s advertising prohibi-
tion. Their advertisements violated the disciplinary 
rule, which, predictably, provoked a lawsuit by the 
state bar.

Bates argued that any rule restricting advertising 
violated the Sherman Act because it was an unlawful 
restraint on competition and also was inconsistent with 
the First Amendment. Because it limited free speech, 
the rule was unconstitutional. The antitrust argument 
did not carry much weight in light of the Parker v. 
Brown10 doctrine, which exempts states from antitrust 
laws and excuses conduct that might otherwise be 
deemed a restraint on competition if there is a justifi-
able and legitimate state interest to be protected. State 
regulation of the conduct of the bar was held to be in 
the public interest and the disciplinary rules furthered 
that interest.

The First Amendment argument was more vexing. 
After analyzing the limits of First Amendment protec-
tion of commercial speech, the Supreme Court held 
that attorney advertising was permissible. That deci-
sion completely changed the way lawyers communi-
cated with the public through the media to enhance 
their reputations and gain new clients.11 Lawyer adver-
tising was held to be protected commercial speech.

Commercial speech generally, and in the form of 
advertising in particular, however, enjoyed a measure 
of First Amendment protection long before Bates. The 
Supreme Court, in a long line of cases, held that so 
long as commercial speech is honest and not mislead-
ing, it serves a societal interest because it informs 
the public of the availability of services and pro-
motes price competition. In other words, it promotes 
informed decision making.12

Advertising––even by lawyers––therefore, is pro-
tected commercial speech. Although the heart of the 
dispute framed in Bates was whether lawyer advertis-
ing could contain a reference to the price of services, 
the Supreme Court examined the lawyer advertising 
issue in a much broader context. Bates examined 
the potential for inherently misleading advertising, 

the adverse effect on the administration of justice, 
the undesirable economic effects of advertising, the 
adverse effect of advertising on the quality of profes-
sional services, and the difficulties of enforcement. In 
the end, however, Bates held that any blanket sup-
pression of advertising by lawyers would violate the 
First Amendment. To no one’s surprise, the Supreme 
Court warned that advertising that is false or mislead-
ing is subject to restraint and added that some regula-
tion of the substance of an advertisement by lawyers 
might be appropriate and constitutional.

Chief Justice Burger and Associate Justice Powell in 
their partial dissents argued that the decision would 
cause profound changes in the practice of law.13 They 
were right. Bates opened the door to lawyer advertis-
ing nationwide, provided only that an advertisement 
is not false or misleading.

Subsequent cases extended the concept of what is 
protected commercial speech. The Court’s decision 
in In re RMJ14 opened the door to advertising specific 
fields of practice or expertise. Some jurisdictions, 
however, have rules that prohibit advertising a field of 
practice in which the attorney has neither experience 
nor competence.15

In Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel,16 the 
Supreme Court held that a printed advertisement by 
a lawyer soliciting clients that may have sustained 
injury by a specific product, the Dalkon Shield, was 
protected commercial speech. The proliferation of 
advertisements for clients who may have experienced 
adverse effects from prescription drugs or other prod-
ucts are now commonplace. Zauderer merely opened 
the door further.

Thus, once the 45-day period has expired, the gen-
eral rules will permit advertising so long as it is not 
false or misleading, subject to some fairly minimal fil-
ing and review requirements.

Direct Mail to Potential Clients
In Shapiro v. Kentucky Bar Association,17 the 

Supreme Court concluded that no state may categori-
cally prohibit lawyers from soliciting business by 
sending truthful and nondeceptive letters to potential 
clients known to face specific types of legal prob-
lems. Then, in Florida Bar v. Went For It, Inc.,18 the 
Supreme Court concluded that the Florida State Bar 
could impose a 30-day restriction on direct-mail solici-
tation of a victim of an accident. First, the Supreme 
Court reasoned that its precedents leave no room 
for doubt that the protection of client privacy is a 
substantial state interest.19 Second, it noted that the 
restriction advances the state interest in protecting 
client privacy. The Court cited data that, as of June 
1989, Florida lawyers were mailing 700,000 direct 
solicitations to potential clients annually. Polling by 
random sampling revealed that a large percentage of 
recipients thought the mailings were designed to take 
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undue advantage and that the mailings caused anger 
and annoyance. Almost 30 percent of recipients polled 
reported a lower regard for the profession as a result 
of receiving direct mail.20

Relying on those data, the Supreme Court con-
cluded (in a 5–4 decision) that “[t]he Bar’s rule is 
reasonably well tailored to its stated objective of elimi-
nating targeted mailings whose type and timing are a 
source of distress to Floridians. . . .”21 Justice Kennedy’s 
dissent, in which Justices Stevens, Souter, and 
Ginsburg joined, argued that whatever the justification 
might be for a 30-day limitation, the decision under-
cut the free speech protection recognized in Bates v. 
State Bar of Arizona. Still more importantly, Justice 
Kennedy reasoned, the decision creates a potentially 
prejudicial imbalance. More sophisticated and well-
informed or adverse parties might beat out victims in 
a race to investigate and obtain evidence.22

After the Went For It case, the door to direct-mail 
solicitations of victims of air accidents, with few mean-
ingful restrictions other than the 45-day rule, was wide 
open, although a few additional state-specific restric-
tions remain in effect. In New York, for example, 
sending unsolicited mail may be prohibited where 
capacity is an issue. An attorney may not send unsolic-
ited mail to one he knows, or has reason to know, is 
by reason of age, mental condition, or other disability 
not likely to be able to make reasonable judgments 
about retaining a lawyer.23

The Internet as Solicitation Device
Even though the 45-day rule is working today, there 

is no guarantee that it can solve the solicitation prob-
lem it was intended to address, particularly in the age 
of the Internet.

The Internet has become one of the most significant 
marketing tools for virtually all businesses, including 
lawyers and law firms. A modestly sophisticated “cli-
ent,” friend, or advisor with minimal Internet skills can 
gain a quick education by typing relevant key words 
into a search engine, such as “crash at . . . [location] 
on . . . [date],” “air-crash,” or a lawyer’s name. Lawyers 
know this, of course, and most law firms have a finely 
tuned website that can be easily accessed by any inter-
ested party.

The inherent limitation with the Internet as a 
resource, of course, is verification of the accuracy of 
the representations made by lawyers who use it as 
a marketing tool. The information lawyers publish 
on their websites may be highly exaggerated––even 
untrue––thus complicating the task of distinguishing 
between lawyers with limited experience and those 
who have handled challenging commercial aviation 
accident cases. Freedom of speech does not prohibit 
exaggeration, and if the Internet has empowered 
potential clients, enabling them to exercise more con-
trol in making their lawyer engagement decisions, it 

has exposed them to another powerful source of solic-
itation—one not affected by the 45-day rule. Thus, 
lawyers and bar associations should monitor Internet 
representations to ensure that they are honest and not 
misleading. Lawyers and clients should be encour-
aged to speak out in the face of misleading or overly 
aggressive solicitation-by-website.

Used wisely and with appropriate supplements, 
the Internet provides access to valuable informa-
tion. By the time 45 days from the date of a crash 
have elapsed, some crash victims will have identified 
lawyers with experience in the field and will have 
some understanding of the more important issues that 
they will have to confront. Media will have reported 
preliminary theories of the cause of the air disaster. 
In short, the potential client pool is better informed, 
more knowledgeable about what questions to ask, 
and, therefore, better armed to make judgments about 
legal representation. Thus, the 45-day rule––as much 
as it may protect a victim from an assault by solicita-
tion––provides a real opportunity for victims to be bet-
ter informed about the lawyer selection process. While 
the Internet may provide an opportunity for obtaining 
important information, it also poses the risk of advertis-
ing that is free of government-enforced limits.

Providing information on an attorney’s Internet site, 
even discussions about clients’ rights and remedies, 
standing alone would probably be considered “com-
mercial speech.”24 As soon as a website implicitly or 
explicitly invites contact by the reader, however, it 
becomes advertising that would be subject to some reg-
ulation.25 A website that discusses retainer agreements 
and terms of engagement will be deemed advertising, 
even if it does not constitute a solicitation.26

Another concern that websites and the Internet pose 
for attorneys is whether publishing a website in one 
state to which people throughout the United States may 
have access puts the attorney at risk of being charged 
with the unauthorized practice of law in jurisdictions in 
which he or she is not admitted. Addressing this ques-
tion by some disclaimer language or other statement on 
the web page identifying the state(s) in which the attor-
neys or members of a law firm are licensed to practice 
would offer a potential defense to an unauthorized 
practice of law allegation.27

Direct Client In-Person Solicitation
Rule 7.3 of the American Bar Association’s Model 

Rules of Professional Conduct addressing “Direct Contact 
with Prospective Clients” is the standard governing 
direct in-person solicitation, although many jurisdictions 
have imposed local rules that are more restrictive.

Under Rule 7.3, a lawyer may not solicit a prospec-
tive client unless the client is a lawyer or has a close 
relationship with the lawyer. A lawyer may not solicit 
a prospective client where the client has made known 
his or her desire not to be solicited or the solicitation 
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involves coercion or harassment. Otherwise, written 
or electronic communications from a lawyer solicit-
ing professional retention must include the words 
“Advertising Material.” Lawyers are subject to sanc-
tions, ranging from reprimand to suspension of their 
licenses to practice law if they solicit a potential new 
client in person, by telephone, or by some real-time 
electronic method, if the motive is a fee agreement or 
other financial gain.

There are essentially only three exceptions to such 
contact: (1) direct contact with clients with whom the 
lawyer has had a prior professional relationship; (2) 
direct contact with individuals with whom the lawyer 
has an established personal relationship; or  
(3) solicitation of clients for “political” purposes rather 
than pecuniary gain.

In Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar,28 the Supreme Court 
upheld the prohibition on unsolicited direct in-person 
client solicitation. An Ohio lawyer contacted the 
parents of one of the drivers injured in an automo-
bile accident after hearing about the accident and 
learned that their 18-year-old daughter was injured. 
This generated a contingency fee agreement. He then 
approached another passenger at her home on the 
day she was released from the hospital and again 
secured a contingency fee agreement. After both 
women subsequently discharged the attorney, he suc-
ceeded in obtaining a portion of the driver’s insurance 
proceeds in settlement. The clients filed complaints 
with the Ohio Bar Association. The disciplinary 
board of the Ohio Bar Association levied sanctions 
for the attorney’s violation of its disciplinary rules. 
The Supreme Court of Ohio, which was obviously 
disturbed by the attorney’s conduct, subsequently 
increased the penalty from a public reprimand to an 
indefinite suspension.

In its decision affirming the Ohio Supreme Court’s 
ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court held: “[t]he solicitation of 
business by a lawyer through direct, in-person communi-
cation with a prospective client has long been viewed as 
inconsistent with the professional ideal of the attorney-
client relationship and as posing a significant potential 
for harm to the prospective client. It has been proscribed 
by the organized bar for many years.”29

Significantly, Ohralik did not prohibit an attor-
ney from giving unsolicited advice, but rather from 
using unsolicited advice as bait to secure and accept 
employment.30 Thus, it is the business transaction that 
flows from the unsolicited direct contact that is pro-
hibited. The rule is that an attorney needs a legitimate 
invitation to get through the front door if he intends 
to solicit a potential client.

Telemarketing and “chat rooms” on the Internet 
sponsored by a law firm also may constitute a direct 
in-person solicitation. New York’s DR2-103(A)(1) 
prohibits this kind of electronic direct contact, much 
as the ABA Model Rule 7.3 precludes direct telephone 

solicitation. Like the telephone, “chat rooms” involve 
real-time contact by a lawyer with a potential cli-
ent. At the very least, the fact that bar associations 
in Utah,31 Michigan,32 Philadelphia,33 Arizona,34 and 
California35 have addressed the issue demonstrates the 
level of caution lawyers must exercise in using the 
broad range of opportunities for potential client con-
tact the Internet offers.

Conclusion
No court has endorsed an “anything goes” 

approach to solicitation. Whatever the medium of 
communication with potential clients may be, the 
communications must be honest and not misleading. 
The 45-day “no-solicitation” rule has been reason-
ably effective largely because it has given victims and 
relatives time to deal with their immediate crisis and 
allows for a more deliberate and informed opportu-
nity to select the attorney in whom they will place the 
responsibility of representation.

Even though clients are able to obtain information, 
they are still susceptible, once 45 days are over, to 
being misled by inaccurate representations from attor-
neys. The fear of negative repercussions associated 
with inappropriate solicitation tempers the impulse for 
attorneys to push beyond the outer limits of permis-
sible solicitation. The challenge for courts and bar 
associations continues to be to balance commercial 
free speech rights with policies to protect victims. As 
technology continues to develop, the frontier of com-
munications between attorneys and potential clients 
will extend to those outer limits. The principles applied 
to an in-person, mail, or telephone solicitation also 
apply to newer “virtual” solicitations, but, as the use 
of technological innovation for purposes of solicitation 
develops even further, the profession likely will need 
to respond with appropriate restraints without doing 
violence to the basic right of free commercial speech.
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